Unconstrained detection of respiration rhythm and pulse rate with one under-pillow sensor during sleep.
A completely non-invasive and unconstrained method is proposed to detect respiration rhythm and pulse rate during sleep. By employing wavelet transformation (WT), waveforms corresponding to the respiration rhythm and pulse rate can be extracted from a pulsatile pressure signal acquired by a pressure sensor under a pillow. The respiration rhythm was obtained by an upward zero-crossing point detection algorithm from the respiration-related waveform reconstructed from the WT 2(6) scale approximation, and the pulse rate was estimated by a peak point detection algorithm from the pulse-related waveform reconstructed from the WT 2(4) and 2(5) scale details. The finger photo-electric plethysmogram (FPP) and nasal thermistor signals were recorded simultaneously as reference signals. The reference pulse rate and respiration rhythm were detected with the peak and upward zero-crossing point detection algorithm. This method was verified using about 24 h of data collected from 13 healthy subjects. The results showed that, compared with the reference data, the average error rates were 3.03% false negative and 1.47% false positive for pulse rate detection in the extracted pulse waveform. Similarly, 4.58% false negative and 3.07% false positive were obtained for respiration rhythm detection in the extracted respiration waveform. This study suggests that the proposed method is suitable, in sleep monitoring, for the diagnosis of sleep apnoea or sudden death syndrome.